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Dear  Team Leaders,  

here we are a month after the Edu-Lab of Budapest and ready to go to Ankara! 

I think that now is the right moment to make the first report of our project, in order to organize 

also the first ideas for our Ethic Paper.  

Before the coordination meeting in Turkey I would like to invite you to share through email a 

report that collects your, and your team’s, considerations about the experience in Budapest. 

Attached you find a document with questions collected during the Lab that you and your team 

will have to answer (following and participating in the discussions also on the web sharing 

your materials). Please consider that you and your team can participate both with a written text 

and with videos, interviews, recordings, photos, pictures, drawings...As many people you 

involve the better it is. 

 

As from the document “WORK in KofM_01.pdf” you find attached that was issued soon after the 

Kick off meeting of TR4ST in Cremona last 14-15-16 June 2013, every partner and the applicant 

have different topics and tasks discussed during the meeting and belonging on your 

Organizations peculiarities on which I hope you will continue to focus on in your activities in 

the following of the project. This document collects the results of the first discussion between 

the partners on the project so please compare it with the results and consideration that will be 

brought up. 

 

Please consider that there is no limit of participation and participants in this project and each 

of you as a single or organization can invite citizens, institution, schools, organizations... to 

support this project as it is in their possibilities (through facebook page or blog, writing letters 

and making/sending pictures/video/movies, sharing information, being personally involved 

in your local events...) involving them in these and other discussions about topics you want to 

deepen. Please remember to always share your activities and ideas between us, also through 

email sometimes, to keep us updated. 

 

During Edu-Lab Polgar Foundation started forming the Technical Scientific Committee (TSC) 

through inviting a couple of representatives of Summelweis University and so we hope all the 

partners are working to find their own members to be involved in the TSC (as well as 

Testimonials), and that you will present them to all of us and involve them, as written in the 

project. 

 

I know Altropallone ASD Onlus is already working for organizing next Edu-Lab that will take 

place both in Milan and Cremona in 2014 early summer. So I invite you all to start organizing 

the selection of the candidates sharing your good practices, doubts and suggestions 

considering your first experience.  

 

In Ankara we will for sure have time to discuss together about all these topics and about the 

future steps of the project, of course according to the programme of the meeting that Ali is 

probably preparing and that will be shared with us as soon as it will be ready. 

In this occasion you will have also to:  
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- start deliver to the representatives of the Municipality the first administrative/financial 

documents (original invoices, receipts..) you already have; 

- presenting the excel “2012_4_6_eacea_invoice_LOGO.xls” attached (with project logo); 

- presenting the “2012-4 6-final-report-form.doc” filled according to the information available. 

 

All the documents mentioned are also on Google Drive in the folder named “YiA4.6” 

shared between all the project group leaders. 

Please use Google Drive to find, to share and to archive docs of the project you use or you 

create new for your project activities. 

 

I thank you all for your attention, 

Please remember to send the report by e-mail to TR4ST@googlegroups.com specifying as 

object “Budapest EDULAB report” , not later than 10th January 2014.  

 

Thank you very much for your cooperation.  

 

See you soon, 

Good work! 

 

 

Tania Secchi 

Municipality of Cremona 
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